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수험번호 성    명

각 01-04 Choose the one that is grammatically INCORRECT. [

점2.5 ]

01 The cost of college education ➀has risen ➁as rapidly ➂

during the past several years that it is now ➃beyond the 

reach of many people.

02 Our brain is often associated with our intellectual ➀ 

ability. Surprisingly, however, ancient Egyptians believed it ➁ 

was the heart that was the center of intelligence. They ➂ 

thought so little of the brain that during mummification, they 

removed it entirely from the body. That is why a ➃ 

considerable number of mummy was found without a brain.

03 

If they will take disciplinary action against him has not ➀ 

been decided yet. 

It is surprising that so little has been done to introduce ➁ 

democracy in industry. 

Voltaire remarked that the nose was designed to be such ➂ 

as to fit spectacles. 

Alice found an ancient manuscript the last few pages of ➃ 

which were severely damaged.

04 

She saw him hitting the tennis ball against the wall.➀ 

He's always complaining about the service everywhere we ➁ 

go.

This bridge has been flown by that stunt pilot, Fearless ➂ 

Frank.

He'll have been travelling for 18 hours when he lands in ➃ 

Sydney tomorrow.

05-10 Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the 

각 점underlined part. [ 2 ]

05 Abercrombie & Fitch's skin-filled ads and nightclub 

vibration delighted American teenagers and infuriated

parents.

amused ➀ enraged➁ 

summoned ➂ motivated➃ 

06 Nobody can afford to be complacent about security.

mute ➀ fickle➁ 

content ➂ adequate➃ 

07 Lauren had a way of raising and turning her head which 

suggested not so much caution as a kind of ceaseless, 

nervous tension.

serious ➀ anxious➁ 

continuous ➂ emotional➃ 

08 Voters were impressed by his stately speech made just 

two days before the election.

national ➀ dignified➁ 

spontaneous ➂ well-planned➃ 

09 Tom was inadvertently adding to our problems by 

phoning us up all the time.

slyly ➀ abruptly➁ 

unintentionally ➂ inexplicably➃ 

10 Her robustness and energy made her an ideal candidate 

for the competition.

pride ➀ beauty➁ 

wealth ➂ strength➃ 

각 11-12 Choose the one that best completes the sentence. [ 2

점]

11 A court in Ontario ordered Rob Ford to step down as 

mayor of Toronto because he had violated 

conflict-of-interest rules by voting to _______ himself from a 

breach of civil law.

convict ➀ re-elect➁ 

exonerate ➂ implicate➃ 

12 Nobody knows how big the universe is, but astronomers 

estimate that it contains about 100 billion galaxies, each 

_______ an average of 100 billion stars.

banishing ➀ comprising➁ 

evacuating ➂ substituting➃ 
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13-40 Read the following passages and answer the questions. 

점[2.5 ]

점13 Which best fits into the blanks , and ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ Ⓑ Ⓒ

tennis bowling volleyball➀ ― ― 

tennis volleyball bowling➁ ― ― 

volleyball tennis bowling➂ ― ― 

bowling volleyball tennis➃ ― ― 

점14 Which is closest in meaning to the underlined ? [2.5 ]Ⓓ

a rest area for players➀ 

something you get on for a ride➁ 

the place where you roll the ball➂ 

the board on which you register your score➃ 

15 Which best describes the main idea of the passage? [2.5

점]

Conversing with foreigners is entertaining.➀ 

You should not interrupt someone who is speaking.➁ 

It is important to actively participate in conversations.➂ 

The conversation style in Asia is different from that in ➃ 

the West.

 Origins of the 17th century scientific revolution have been 

disputed by historians for the past two centuries. Some 

have seen it as the result of the liberation of the European 

mind by the Protestant Reformation; others have attributed 

it to the rise of the middle class. Still  a third school 

prefers to view modern science as a philosophical 

revolution in which the components of science were entirely 

redefined.

 There are elements of truth in all these interpretations. 

The very proliferation of Protestant sects made it possible 

for the holders of heterodox views to gain a hearing. And 

from the middle class came the driving force behind the 

attack on nature. More important than these two factors, 

however, was the _______ in philosophy. The Copernican Ⓐ

system owed far more to philosophical presuppositions than 

it did to anything else, and classical dynamics was founded 

by challenging a fundamental tenet of Aristotelian 

philosophy.

점16 Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

connivance➀ 

reorientation➁ 

susceptibility➂ 

fundamentalism➃ 

점17 Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

Historians liberated Europe from sufferings.➀ 

Classical dynamics was founded by Aristotle.➁ 

The 17th century scientists committed fatal errors.➂ 

The rise of the middle class was a factor in the scientific ➃ 

revolution.

 For most of the history of our species, giving birth was 

one of the most dangerous things a woman could do. It is 

still a risky venture in much of the developing world, where 

440 women die giving birth for every 100,000 children. But 

in the developed world, that rate has plummeted to 20 ― 

and Ⓐwe no longer think of birth and death as constant 

companions.

 As for mothers, so for children. The experience of 

lowering a toddler-size coffin into the earth was painfully 

common not so long ago, but the odds that a baby born 

today will live to blow out five candles on a birthday cake 

have improved spectacularly. In the U.K. in 1900, 14 

percent of all babies and young children died; by 1997, that 

number had fallen to 0.58 percent. Since 1970 alone, the 

death rate among American children under five fell by more 

than two-thirds. In Germany, it dropped by three quarters.

점18 Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

Giving birth is no longer dangerous in today's world.➀ 

About 14 babies and young children out of a hundred ➁ 

died in Britain around 1900.

Women give birth to more babies in the developing ➂ 

 A Western-style conversation between two people is like 

a game of _______. If I introduce a topic, a Ⓐ

conversational ball, I expect you to hit it back. If you 

agree with me, I expect you to add something. But I 

don't expect you always to agree. I am just happy if you 

question me, or challenge me, or completely disagree 

with me. Whether you agree or disagree, your response 

will return the ball to me. If there are more than two 

people in the conversation, then it is like _______. Ⓑ

There's no waiting in line. Whoever is nearest and 

quickest hits the ball and if you step back, someone else 

will hit it. No one stops the game to give you a turn.

 An Asian-style conversation, however, is like _______. Ⓒ

You wait for your turn. And you always know your place 

in line. When your turn comes, you step up to the 

starting line with your ball. Everyone else stands back 

and watches politely, murmuring encouragement. 

Everyone waits until the ball has reached the end of the 

Ⓓalley.Then, after everyone is sure that you have 

completely finished your turn, the next person in line 

steps up to the same starting line, with a different ball. 

He doesn't return your ball, and he does not begin from 

where your ball stopped. There is no rush, no scramble 

for the ball.
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countries than in the developed countries.

The mortality rate of children under five dropped more in ➃ 

America than in Germany since 1970.

점19 Which is closest in meaning to the underlined ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

The number of babies born dead has fallen dramatically.➀ 

Defining each other, birth and death can never be ➁ 

separated.

There is no denying that all that are born are destined to ➂ 

die.

We no longer worry that women should die while ➃ 

delivering babies.

 Over the last 200 years, many people claim to have seen 

a hairy, human-like creature known as the Yeti in the 

Himalayas. Some reports mention the creature's 

frightening, hostile behavior while others describe it as a 

shy, gentle creature. However, no one has ever been able 

to confirm any of these sightings. So the question remains: 

is the Yeti real or not?

 If the Yeti does exist, we are faced with a dilemma: 

should we try to find it or leave it in peace? Unfortunately, 

when a new animal is discovered, it is _______ that some Ⓐ

people will try to profit from it in a harmful way. It is easy 

to cite examples of rare animals that are in danger 

because of this kind of exploitation. Similarly, discovering 

the Yeti might be fatal to its existence.

점20 Which best fits into the blank ? [2 ]Ⓐ

inevitable➀ incongruous➁ 

insignificant➂ introspective➃ 

점21 Which best describes the main idea of the passage? [3 ]

Discovery is not always a good thing.➀ 

The Yeti has two opposing characteristics.➁ 

The number of rare creatures is increasing.➂ 

We should rescue wild animals like the Yeti.➃ 

 It was inevitable that Morsi's presidential credentials would 

be tested in the tiny enclave on the Egyptian border that is 

home to 1.6 million Palestinians. The Muslim Brotherhood 

has deep ties to Hamas, the Islamist group that controls 

Gaza, and Morsi has a history of anti-Israel rhetoric. 

Although he had preserved the 1979 Israel-Egypt peace 

treaty, he was never going to look the other way, as 

Mubarak was wont to do, when Israel battled Hamas.

 When Israel launched its military campaign against Hamas 

on November 14, Morsi  condemned the attack. He withdrew 

Egypt's ambassador to Israel but kept open channels of 

communication between Egyptian and Israeli intelligence 

agencies. To show _______ with Hamas, he sent his Ⓐ

Prime Minister to Gaza during the thick of the 

bombardment.

점22 Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

chasms ➀ hostility➁ 

resistance ➂ solidarity➃ 

점23 Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Egypt's ambassador to Israel was recalled by Morsi.➀ 

Hamas is the Islamist group that controls Gaza.➁ 

The Muslim Brotherhood has deep ties to Hamas.➂ 

Mubarak abolished the 1979 Israel-Egypt peace treaty.➃ 

 Why tap away on a cramped mobile phone when your 

whole body is _______? A new experimental device called Ⓐ

Skinput effectively turns your body into a giant mouse.

 "We strap iPods and other devices onto our arms. Why 

not utilize all the external surface area that's already with 

us?" says PhD student Chris Harrison, who developed the 

technology in conjunction with Microsoft.

 The Skinput armband contains a tiny projector that 

displays the "touchpad" on the user's hand or forearm, 

along with acoustic biosensors that track vibrations 

according to where the user taps. Tapping on different 

parts of your arm creates different kinds of vibrations 

depending on the amount and shape of bones, tendons 

and muscle. One day, Skinput could see us typing out an 

urgent e-mail on our legs.

점24 Which is the topic of the passage? [2.5 ]

a new experiment for our skin➀ 

a new product of mobile technology➁ 

a new device for mapping our body➂ 

a new technology to send a quick e-mail➃ 

점25 Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

fatigued➀ 

available➁ 

quivering➂ 

self-reliant➃ 

점26 Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

The new experiment managed to strap iPods onto our ➀ 

arms.

Someday, we may be able to send an e-mail by tapping ➁ 

on our body.

Microsoft stood in the way of the development of the ➂ 

Skinput technology.

The Skinput armband uses biosensors that track ➃ 

vibrations through visual images.
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 In the 4th century B.C. Aristotle and Hippocrates explained 

sneezing as the head's reaction to a foreign substance that 

crept into the nostrils. They observed that sneezing, 

associated with serious illness, often foretold death. For 

these ill-boding sneezes, they recommended such 

benedictions as "Long may you live!" or "May you enjoy 

good health!"

 About a hundred years later, Roman physicians viewed 

sneezing as the body's attempt to expel  sinister spirits of 

later illnesses. Thus, to withhold a sneeze was to incubate 

disease, to invite debility and death. Consequently, a vogue 

of sneezing swept the Roman Empire and engendered a 

host of new post-sneezing benedictions like 

"Congratulations!" to a person who robustly executed a 

sneeze.

 It was in the 6th century that the Christian expression 

"God bless you!" appeared. It began by a papal _______ Ⓐ

during the reign of Pope Gregory. A virulent pestilence 

raged throughout Italy, one foreboding symptom being 

severe sneezing. So deadly was the plague that people died 

shortly after manifesting its symptoms; thus, sneezing 

became synonymous with imminent death. Pope Gregory 

beseeched the healthy to pray for the sick. He also ordered 

that such leisurely though well-intended phrases as "May 

you enjoy good health!" be replaced with his own more 

urgent and pointed invocation, "God bless you!"

점27 Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

decree➀ 

disease➁ 

contrition➂ 

eccentricity➃ 

점28 Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Origins of Post-Sneezing Benedictions➀ 

Development of Western Sneezing Culture➁ 

Various Causes and Symptoms of Sneezing➂ 

History of the Christian Custom of Benediction➃ 

점29 Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

Roman physicians recommended sneezing should be held ➀ 

back to repel disease.

Robust sneezing was considered to be good for our health ➁ 

by many Roman people.

Pope Gregory contracted a fatal plague which led to his ➂ 

sudden death by severe sneezes.

Aristotle believed an ominous sneeze could be cured by a ➃ 

benediction like "Long may you live!“

30 Which best completes the following sentence according to 

점the passage? [2.5 ]

The writer is _______ alternative sentencing.

curious to know the origin of➀ 

keenly aware of the danger of➁ 

is positive about the possibility of➂ 

interested in traditional aspects of➃ 

점31 Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Alternative sentences seem to be cost-effective.➀ 

The forms of punishment are likely to become diverse in ➁ 

the future.

Putting criminals in prison can increase safety by keeping ➂ 

them out of the street.

Over  2 out of 10 offenders commit another crime after ➃ 

getting released from intensive probation.

ⒶHe was impressed by the things Benjamin had achieved. 

He knew Ⓑhim, of course, since they had always been 

groupmates, but they had never talked about tⒸ he boy's 

accomplishments because such a conversation would have 

been awkward for ⒹBenjamin. There was never any 

comfortable way to mention or discuss one's successes 

without breaking the rule against bragging, even if one 

didn't mean to. It was a minor rule, rather like rudeness, 

punishable only by gentle chastisement. But still. Better to 

steer _______ of an occasion governed by a rule which Ⓔ

would be so easy to break.

32 Which refers to a person who is different from the other 

점three? [2 ]

➀ Ⓐ ➁ Ⓑ

➂ Ⓒ ➃ Ⓓ

점33 Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓔ

clear ➀ empty➁ 

abreast ➂ typical➃ 

 Do alternative sentences work? That depends on what 

they are asked to accomplish. If the goal is cost 

efficiency, the answer is a qualified yes. If the goal is a 

society with fewer criminals, the firm judgements are 

even harder to draw. Prison does at least keep criminals 

off the street. Home confinement cannot guarantee that 

security. Some data suggest, however, that felons placed 

on intensive probation are less likely to commit crimes 

again than those placed on traditional probation or sent 

to prison. The rate of such an offender committing 

another crime after leaving intensive probation is 

impressively low, usually less than 20%. This is the real 

glimmer of hope that in the long run these people will ― 

become functioning members of the community. We are 

not far away from the day when the correctional 

possibilities will be so varied and so widely used that 

prison will seem the 'alternative' form of punishment.
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34 Which is the best place for the following sentence? 

I hardly notice my aging on a day-to-day basis. 점[2.5 ]

[A] ➀ [B]➁ 

[C] ➂ [D]➃ 

점35 Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

The author still has the same white beard as in the ➀ 

1970s.

The author feels his body is more rigid and stiff than it ➁ 

used to be.

The author wanted to celebrate his 60th birthday without ➂ 

a party.

The author was uncomfortable throughout his unexpected ➃ 

birthday party.

 In the 17th century the French philosopher René Descartes 

formally proposed the best-known dualist theory. Known as 

Cartesian dualism, this is the idea that the mind and the 

brain consist of different substances. According to 

Descartes, the mind is non-physical and non-extended (i.e. 

it takes up no space or has no position), while the body 

and the rest of the physical world are made of physical, or 

extended, substance. The trouble with this is obvious. How 

do the two interact?

 This problem of interaction bedevils any attempt to build a 

dualist theory, Ⓐwhich is probably why most philosophers 

and scientists completely reject all forms of dualism in 

favour of some kind of monism; but the options are few 

and also problematic. Idealists make mind fundamental but 

must then explain why and how there appears to be a 

consistent physical world. Neutral monists reject dualism 

but disagree about the fundamental nature of the world and 

how to unify it. A third option is materialism and this is by 

far the most popular among scientists today. Materialists 

take matter as fundamental, but they must then face the 

question how a physical brain, made purely of material 

substances, can give rise to conscious experience.

점36 What does the underlined refer to? [2.5 ]Ⓐ 

this problem of interaction➀ 

any attempt to build a dualist theory➁ 

to bedevil any attempt to build a dualist theory➂ 

this problem of interaction bedevils any attempt to build a ➃ 

dualist theory

점37 Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Idealists have difficulty in demonstrating the existence of ➀ 

the physical world.

René Descartes thought that the mind was completely ➁ 

separated from the body.

What poses serious problems to materialists is the ➂ 

question of human consciousness.

Monism is more adequate than dualism in explaining the ➃ 

question of human consciousness.

 There's good food and bad food, and pretty food and ugly 

food and then there's the frozen and canned food. By any 

rights, this is not something you should want to eat. A 

farmer's market is selling fresh, organic produce that 

might have been sprouted from the soil an hour ago. This 

is, as we're told by fancy cookbooks and TV cooking 

shows, what we're supposed to eat now. It may be more 

expensive than frozen food but it's all worth it because it's 

so much healthier. Right?

 Wrong. Nutritionally speaking, there is little difference 

between the farmer's market food and the freezer case at 

the supermarket. Organic food is great, but it's just not 

very _______. The rise of foodie culture over the past Ⓐ

decade has worshipped all things small-collection, local 

farm and organic all with premium price tags. But let's ― 

be clear: you don't need to eat like the 1% to eat healthily. 

Researches show that our national food supply at the 

supermarket is abundant, affordable, and nutritionally 

sound. Save the cash; the 99% diet can be good for you.

점38 Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

tasty ➀ expensive➁ 

democratic ➂ sophisticated➃ 

점39 Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Organic Foods Are the Winners➀ 

Listen to What the Foodies Tell You➁ 

Ugly Food Is Often the Healthiest Food➂ 

Give Frozen and Canned Food a Chance➃ 

점40 Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

There is no nutritional problem with the 99% diet.➀ 

Foodie culture promotes supermarket food as equally ➁ 

healthy.

Organic food deserves to be expensive because it's ➂ 

healthier.

The 1% diet includes a large amount of delicious canned ➃ 

food.

 I recently turned 60. [A] To help celebrate the occasion, 

my friends organized a surprise party. After the 

festivities, there came a time to reflect, and I came to an 

uncomfortable conclusion: I am closer to that period in 

life when my energy and power will diminish and I will 

lose my independence. [B] At age 60, the organs of the 

body gradually begin to fail and the first hints of age 

related disease begin to appear. [C] When I look in the 

mirror each morning, my face and white beard seem the 

same as the day before. But in the photographs from the 

1970s, my beard is completely black. On closer 

inspection, I notice other changes in my body: more 

aches and pains, less resilience, less vigor. [D] And my 

memory may not be quite what it used to be.


